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 The term of cultural corridors designates the cultural 
heritage the most “closely connected with the contemporary 
processes of exchange, creation, intercultural mediations and 
development” (Todor Krestev). 
 
 As stated some 30 years ago professor Razvan Teodorescu 
– and since then for one mandate the Romanian Minister of 
Culture and Religious Affairs – the cultural corridors are 
traditional territorial axes in the region along which cultural 
values, ideas, innovations, and so on, have been circulating in 
constant continuity of links, influences and interactions. 
 
 Cultural corridors (CC) are a cross-border historical reality, 
i.e. that CC do not perish at the borders of the present days 
states, nor did they in the past, as historically in the SE European 
region and not only mobility was rather the rule then the 
exception. Because of their polyfunctional, polythematic, 
multidimensional existence CC link territories which were or still 
are politically, ethnically or religiously either different or even 
separated. One might say that the CC has been the backbones of 
the cultural dialogue of our SE European entire region, as they 
were for so many other places. 
 
 That is why a description of the cultural heritage of the 
Romanian sector of a CC has only a restraint, didactic value from 
the point of view of its significance, and gets its full dimension 
only with respect to the whole CC. As the human characteristics 
are to be seen in each of the body’s cells but none of these 
replaces the whole, such is the case of the cultural heritage sites 
belonging to a certain cultural corridor. We have to relate each 
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site to the whole corridor and to the other sites in order to assess 
its entire significance. One can understand better the painted 
frescoes of the monasteries of northern Moldavia if he recalls 
facts happening in Constantinople or techniques developed in 
Mount Athos or Mistra. The importance of the CC and their 
impact for the regional dialogue lies in this synergetic 
relationship, which improves the values of the element (cultural 
heritage sites or immaterial heritage), with the potential of the 
whole (the cultural corridor in its entirety). 
 
 Thru their cultural heritage sites and their immaterial 
heritage CC witness the territorial development of the region:  for 
example, the Eastern Trans - Balkan Road (ETBR) links the 
northern limits of the region with the cultural highways emerging 
from the Capital of the Byzantine Empire and of the Eastern 
Christian faith, Constantinople, and crosses in Romania all three 
historic as an historic development corridor. The emerging place 
of that corridor casted a remarkable influence for the whole: one 
can notice that the ETBR marks the most important holy places 
of Christianity in the provinces it crosses, which sometimes were 
the former capitals of Bulgaria (Veliko Tarnovo), Wallachia 
(Targoviste, Bucharest, today Romania’s capital city), 
Transylvania (Biertan), Moldavia (Suceava, Iasi) or Ukraine 
(L’viv).  
 
 Development is related to resources. Natural resources like 
coal, hydraulic energy, minerals, soil or oil played for a long 
period or still play the role of boosters for territorial 
development.  On the other hand, the CC, including those of the 
SE Europe prove to us that intangible factors like faith, 
community of language or tradition, like the education and the 
circulation of ideas are indeed the responsible factors for 
sustainability. Emerging from natural factors and energies, the 
development of the communities along the cultural corridors 
becomes sustainable (sometimes only) because of the capacity of 
tangible and intangible heritage to supplement or even replace 
the initial resources. We have to recall that the term 
sustainability is neither an XXth century contribution nor was it 
defined by economists or politicians, but by a philosopher and art 
critic. In his “Seven Lamps of architecture”, 1849, John Ruskin 
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casts the ethics of the urban and territorial development as 
following: 
 
“God has lent us the earth for our life; it is a great entail. It 
belongs as much to those who are to come after us, and whose 
names are already written in the book of creation, as to us; and 
we have no right, by anything that we do or neglect, to involve 
them in unnecessary penalties, or deprive them of benefits which 
it was in our power to bequeath” 
 
 All along the SE Europe CC we can see that cities 
developed, university have been founded, economy have 
flourished. In Romania for example, the ETBR shows how crafts 
and trade within and even outside the region made arts flourish, 
and in the same time how the letter contributed to the 
sustainability of the territorial development. The passages thru 
the three mountains crossed by the ETBR (the Carpathians, the 
Balkans and the Rodopi Mountains) were historically the corridors 
thru which not only merchandises, but also myths, faith and 
traditions communicated.  
 
 Bistrita (photo 2) stone carvers were asked to provide the 
stone portals or window frames for the XIVth (Radauti - photo 
17) and XVth century churches in Moldavia (Humor – photo 11, 
Piatra – photo 15), Iasi Golia Church was the beneficiary of the 
polish renaissance architecture expertise coming thru L’viv, as it 
did again one hundred years after in respect to the neoclassical 
style displayed at Letcani Church (photo 13). Bran Castle (photo 
3) was the customs point between Transylvania and Wallachia, 
Brasov (photo 4, 5) was closely linked with this letter province 
and not surprisingly the first document written in Romanian is a 
letter between the judge of Brasov and a merchant from the 
former capital of Wallachia, Campulung (1525). Rogoz wooden 
church (photo 18) displays the four turrets around the main spire 
in the same way and having the same meaning (the right of trial) 
as the similar features of the Saxon cathedral or churches in 
South East Transylvania (Saschiz - photo 20,  Sighisoara - photo 
21). The church of Dealu Monastery/Targoviste (photo 9) and the 
one of the princely palace in Bucharest (photo 6) display 
architectural influences coming from the SE European Region, 
whereas the exterior frescoes of Moldovita (photo 14) and 
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Sucevita (photo 22) recall the siege and conquest of 
Constantinople by the Turks. 
 
 Cultural corridors are, as prof. Krestev said, the cultural 
heritage the closest to the contemporary life. It is then 
explainable why the series of SE European Region Forums 
stressed upon their role in the development and cooperation in 
the region:  
 
“e. Encourage concerted actions, joint projects and experts’ 
networks aimed at balanced sustainable development of cultural 
heritage protection, preservation and enhancement in the region, 
including cultural tourism;”- Bucharest declaration, June 2007. 
 
 Chances for this  “concerted actions, joint projects and 
experts’ networks” increased recently thru the accession of 
Bulgaria and Romania to the European Union, were Greece has 
already been a member. The recent proposition of Greece to 
have for the 2008 SEE Regional Forum the theme: Intercultural 
encounters on maritime, river and lake routes of South East 
Europe is a challenge for the three members of the EU (Bulgaria, 
Greece and Romania) to think of the opportunity of linking 
regional development with the existence of the Via Pontica. 
Another interesting proposition made at the Bucharest SE 
regional Forum came from the President of Serbia who reminded 
us all that Danube is an outstanding cultural corridor and 
deserves the attention of the neighboring countries with respect 
to its cultural and economic development.  
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1. Biertan Fortified Church with Biertan Village  
Biertan (Birthalm) is witnessed documentary since 1283, named as "oppidum" in 
1397 and developed between the XIVth c. and XVIth. c. as a major community in the 
area of the “2 Seats” (Medias and Schelk). Biertan (Birthalm) is the place where the 
Transylvanian Assembly appoints Stefan Mailat as prince of the authonomous 
principality. Since 1418 Biertan (Birthalm) is granted the right of organizing a weekly 
market. Beginning with 1572 Biertan (Birthalm) is the seat of Sachsen Bishopry (up 
to 1867, when it moves to Sibiu/Hermannstadt). The hall church is built beginning 
with 1402, the citadel being extended until the XVIIth c. In 1993 Biertan (Birthalm) 
is listed in The UNESCO World Cultural and Natural Heritage List. 
 

 
 

2. Bistrita Square Urban Assembly  
One of the most important urban assemblies in Transylvania as it gatheres gothic 
and renaissance monuments: The basilical Gothic Evangelic parish church (XIVth 
century), with renaissance decoration and portal (XVIth century) and the rows of 
gothic and renaissance houses with arcades dating back from the XVth-XVIth 
century. 
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3. Bran Castle  
Built by the citizens of Brasov, the castle was meant to secure the border between 
Transylvania and Vallachia and provide the customs for the merchandise crossing it. 
Innitially a fortification belonging to the Teutonic Order (XIIIth century) the castle 
was altered on several occassions (XVII-XVIII-XIXth century) and refurbished last 
time mid XXth century by the late Queen Maria of Romania as her summer 
residence. Known as Dracula’s Castle, the monument is now a museum of medieval 
history. 
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4. Brasov Cathedral (Black Church) 
The church was built commencing with 1385 and the erection lasted almost a 
hundred years, by the end succeeding in being the largest gothic church in 
Transylvania (89,0 x 23,0 m). The church is a hallenkirche type meaning that the 
nave and the aisles are approximatively the same height. The initial design 
comprised two towers on the West front, out of which only one was erected. The 
surname „Black Church” comes from a severe fire in 1689 which blackened the stone 
masonry and destroyed the roof. The particular important stone sculptures are 
located on the five portals located one on the west front and a couple on the north 
and respectively on the south front. 
         

5. Brasov City Hall Square  
The main square of the city of Brasov, a saxon fortified settlement with romanian 
faubourgs since early XIIIth century. Innitially (XIVth century) erected as a tower to 
protect one of the city’s gates, the City Hall building grew between the XVth to the 
XVIIIth century by additions of vaulted rooms housing trade premises. The building 
of the city warehouse is also to be seen in the Square, as well as the bulk of the 
Black Church (Brasov Cathedral). 
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6. Bucharest Curtea Veche (Old Court.s) Church 
The church of Curtea Veche is among the oldest churches to be preserved in 
Bucharest. Erected mid XVIth century, the church was until late XVIIIth century the 
chapel of the Prince’s Court. The particularity of the wall facing – a mixture of visible 
brick layers and plastered brickwork, the arcaded upper third of the wallk and the 
saw like brick cornice made from the church of Old Court a model for churches in the 
XVIth century. 
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7. Cluj Bannffy Palace  
Erected between 1774-85 by the architect Eberhardt Blaumann, the palace is 
designed to fill an urban plot placed in the major square of the city. The palace is a 
two storey rectangular shaped building around a inner courtyard adorned with an 
elegant portico. Innitially a residence of the Banffy Family, the palace is in the 
present days the Regional Art Gallery of Transylvania. The shape of the mansarded 
roof is characteristic for the Transylvanian Baroque Architecture. The entrance is 
marked by a projected 5 bays of the facade and a ceremonial balcony. 
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8. Cris Castle  
The Castle of Cris (1559) is one of the finest exemples of Transylvanian Renaissance 
architecture, in which the need for protection against robberies is combined with a 
new desire for confort and elegance. The palace’s main feature is the porch of the 
first storey as well as the medieval Southern tower refurbished to house the new 
more fashionable rooms characteristic for the renaissance period. 
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9. Dealu Church  
The Dealu Church has a particular significance in the Vallachian history of 
architecture: erected in 1500 the church is since a model for the double domed 
pronaos meant to house the tombs of the builders of the church. Another particular 
feature of Dealu church is the stone wall facing made of ashlar, with two rows or 
arcades, witnessing the skills of the masons. 
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10. Herina Church  
Erected mid XIIIth century, Herina Church is a Romanesque structure of Low Rhine 
origin. The church is composed of a nave and 2 aisles displaying a false tribunes row 
above. A choir and the altar apse ends towards East the longitudinal compositional 
axis of the building. The inner space lacks major decorations, whereas the exterior 
displays the classical Romanesque Lombard cornice and thin vertical pilasters. 
 

 
 

11. Humor Church  
With their painted exterior walls, decorated with frescoes in the XVIth century, the 
group of Northern Moldavian churches to whom the church of Humor belongs are 
unique in Europe. The originality of the artistic phenomenon of the exterior painted 
churches and the outstanding quality of the frescoes motivated the listing of this 
churches in the UNESCO World Heritage List. The Humor church (1530) particular 
features – the presence of the tombal room and the two bays open exonarthex – add 
a pitoresque characteristic to the classical succession of pronaos, naos and altar 
vaulted rooms.  
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12. Ieud Church  
The church of Ieud belongs to the group of UNESCO listed wooden churches of 
Maramures (XVIIIth century) representing outstanding technical and artistic 
exemples for the vernacular religious architecture. Emerging from the rural 
landscape, their spire are among the tallest structure ever erected in the period. The 
exterior decoration is simple and generally focused in the porch and portal area, 
made of carved wood in the form of solar discs, twisted rope, etc. The interior, 
generaly composed of a altar, naos and pronaos, is painted with vegetal colors on 
wood and fabric. 
 

 
 

13. Letcani Church  
Near the city of Iasi in Letcani, built around 1795,, the Round Church is the oldest 
one of its type to be preserved. It emphasizes the influence of classicism in Moldavia 
thru russian influence late XVIIIth century. 
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14. Moldovita Church  
The originality of the artistic phenomenon of the exterior painted churches and the 
outstanding quality of the frescoes motivated the listing of this churches in the 
UNESCO World Heritage List. The Moldovita church (1532) particular features – the 
presence of the tombal room and the three bays open exonarthex – add a pitoresque 
characteristic to the classical succession of pronaos, naos and altar vaulted rooms. 
The “Siege of Constantinopolis” scene in the Southern Front frescoe is considered 
one of the most significant exemples of the artistic expression of the struggle for 
independence and christian faith. 
 

 
 

15. Piatra, Church of St. John 
Erected between 1497-98 the church is particularly important for its well preserved 
facades displaying the characteristic wall facing for that period: a basement of 
carved stone, a second, middle section of flint coursed rubble and few brick masonry 
and a third section of brickwork comprising also the cornice decorated with small 
enameled terracotta disks. The interior is composed of double domed pronaos west 
to a naos characteristic both for their domes supported by either superposed or 
rotated arches.  
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16. Poienile Izei Church  
The church of Poenile Izei belongs to the group of UNESCO listed wooden churches of 
Maramures (XVIIIth century) representing outstanding technical and artistic 
exemples for the vernacular religious architecture. Emerging from the rural 
landscape, their spire are among the tallest structure ever erected in the period. The 
exterior decoration is simple and generally focused in the porch and portal area, 
made of carved wood in the form of solar discs, twisted rope, etc. The interior, 
generaly composed of a altar, naos and pronaos, is painted with vegetal colors on 
wood and fabric. 
 

 
 

17. Radauti Church of St. Nicolas  
The oldest orthodox church preserved in Moldavia dates back from the 2nd half of 
the XIVth century. It was erected as a Romanesque structure comprising a 
longitudinal composition with a nave and 2 aisles ending in an altar apse. In order to 
adapt the traditional Romanesque catholic inner space to the requirements of the 
orthodox cult a partition was introduced to split the 5 bays between the 2 main 
rooms of the orthodox church: the Naos and the Pronaos. In the XVIth century a 
exonarthex was built towards the West and the entrances where diverted from the 
East-West axis towards North and South for climatic protection reasons. 
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18. Rogoz Church  
The church of Rogoz is part of the UNESCO listed wooden churches of Maramures 
(XVIIIth century) representing outstanding technical and artistic exemples for the 
vernacular religious architecture. Emerging from the rural landscape, their spire are 
among the tallest structure ever erected in the period. The exterior decoration is 
simple and generally focused in the porch and portal area, made of carved wood in 
the form of solar discs, twisted rope, etc. The interior, generaly composed of a altar, 
naos and pronaos, is painted with vegetal colors on wood and fabric. 

 
 

19. Rozavlea Church  
The Maramures wooden churches (XVIIIth century) represent outstanding technical 
and artistic exemples for the vernacular religious architecture. Emerging from the 
rural landscape, their spire are among the tallest structure ever erected in the 
period. The exterior decoration is simple and generally focused in the porch and 
portal area, made of carved wood in the form of solar discs, twisted rope, etc. The 
interior, generaly composed of a altar, naos and pronaos, is painted with vegetal 
colors on wood and fabric. 
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Saschiz Fortified Church     Sighisoara Citadell  
 
 
 
 
 

20. Saschiz Fortified Church  
Earliest document about saschiz (Keisd) dates back to 1309. Old documents witness 
about the importance of the village, residence of the chapter and for a brief period 
even the centre of the Schassburg Seat. The village had a strategic role, witnessed 
by the citadel placed atop the hill and erected between mid XIVth and early XVth 
century. The fortified late gothic church is erected between 1493 and 1525, probably 
over an earlier one. Listed in the UNESCO World Heritage List in 1999.  
 

21. Sighisoara Citadell  
“Founded by German craftsmen and merchants known as the Saxons of 
Transylvania, Sighisoara is a fine example of a small, fortified medieval town which 
played an important strategic and commercial role on the fringes of central Europe 
for several centuries.” – UNESCO. The citadell of Sighisoara developed from a 
fortified precinct atop of a hill watching the river and the commercial route along it. 
Two particular important monuments are landmarking the citadell: The Church of the 
Hill (mid XIVth-end XVth century) and the Clock Tower (XIVth century). 
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22. Sucevita Monastery Church 
The church was erected by the Moldavian Metropolite Movila between 1582-84 and 
displays a number of particular features which identifies the church among the group 
of painted churches with exterior frescoes: the presence of two porches on the North 
and South fronts of the exonarthex, the presence of some Vallachian and Balkanic 
architectural features such as the recessed arcades or the painted brick and plaster 
rows. 
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23. Valea Viilor Fortified Church  

The church of Valea Viilor (Wurmloch) dates back from the 13th century but has 
suffered significant changes between the 15th and 16th century, when a double 
defensive system was added. An oval stronghold wall and the fortification of the 
church itself, by building a strong west tower and supplying the choir with a 
defensive attic are the components of this defensive system. The church belongs to 
the Transylvanian late gothic hallenkirche type (XVIth century) while the interior 
decoration (altarpiece, choir stools) are from the baroque period. Listed in the 
UNESCO World Heritage List in 1999. 
 
 

 
 

24. Voronet Church  
Erected end XVth century (1488) the church received a west exonarthex in 1547 
when a outstanding fresco covered all the exterior. Listed in the UNESCO-World 
Heritage List in 1993 for the masterpiece of the byzantine origin frescoes, the church 
is also important for its architectural features: the inner vaults of the pronaos and 
naos, the proportions of both the earlier design and the modified half a century one. 
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25. Calusul, immaterial patrimony of mankind 
Căluşarii (kind of Rumanian folk dance) is an archaic ritual practicet in summer. 
Through its magical acts and practices performed by a group of 5 up to 13 men, it 
confers protection, healing, and fertility. As part of the UNESCO immaterial heritage, 
this custom is attested as an emblem and a distinctive note of the Romanian people 
in the area comprised between the Carpathians, the Danube River and the Black Sea.  
 
 


